
Date & Title: 12th June Windsor 6f Novice 

4.25 Buridan, Expecting, Mr Top Hat 

3.75 Coal Stock, Kit Marlowe, Prince Ahwahnee, Revendicato 

3.5 Angel Of the South 

3.25  

3 General Zoff 

1.5 Ivy Leaguer 

Preview – A really competitive looking race. The speed and experience is out wide with Angel Of The 

South and Prince Ahwahnee and the greatest danger from Frankie on Hannon’s Buridan on the rails. 

I see this one is now 4/7 so it looks like a race for the forecast or trifecta, my favourite. 

Also Kit Marlowe finished 2nd in front of De Bruyne horse on debut so may be a good one although 

he has disappointed since. 

Prior race notes 

Mr Top Hat – Disappointing lower medium, lacking quality. 67 

Prince Ahwahnee – Next best in the paddock but slow into stride and did well to get as close as he 

did. Top end of small, well balanced. 77 

Angel Of the South – Lightly made grey filly, well-proportioned if a fraction tubular. Not looking fully 

tuned but seems to have plenty of speed. Slightly harder ridden than Rock Of E. 77 

Angel Of The South – Happy with my pre-race assessment, broken by trying to go Mrs Gallagher’s 

pace early and her lack of scope found her out again. Quite a good front end but fizzles out, Should 

pick up a maiden but beginning to look expensive at 140k. 75 

Angel Of The South – Unlike Ascot, here she was held up just of the pace after a good start. Can’t 

criticize Robert Winston, just unlucky to have Ryan on the winner. This is what Angel Of The South is, 

a solid 75, tries hard but does not quite have the power to see of the better ones. 

General Zoff – Small, very bad run. Doubt he has much to recommend him. 58 

Buridan review – I was less impressed than I expected to be by Buridan. Just a bit smaller all round 

than Mehmas from last year. Also the proximity of the rather plain Lord Top Hat and Angel Of the 

South hold the form down a little. With the advantage of the draw I thought he should have done 

better. Although the ground was given as g/f it looked loose on top and may not have helped the 

inexperienced Buridan. 



 

Buridan – low slung, short backed bottom end of medium with powerful shoulder and rump. Did 

well to overcome the experience of the 2nd and 3rd on fto but don’t think he is a star like Mehmas 

last year. 85 

 



Mr Top Hat – I should have noted that this one started at Newbury. Raw boned, full medium now 

and looked fit but not really of the quality to mix it with the winner which makes his performance all 

the more creditable. 77 

 

Angel Of The South – Not much more to learn about her. She is a nice tough filly but her tubularity 

and lack of scope limit her. Needs to find an easy maiden. 75 



 

Prince Ahwahnee – Looking in tremendous condition, maybe just bottom end of medium, More 

lightly made than Buridan, trying to go with him all the way just broke him toward the end. 75 



 

Expecting – Not a dis-similar model to Buridan, possibly slightly more scope. Not as fit and ran out of 

puff as expected in the latter stages. 78 



 

General Zoff – Medium size, not sure how I saw him as small just two weeks ago. Ok build and may 

do better over further. 67 



 

Coal Stock – similar model to Mr Top Hat, lighter build and a bit raw looking. Good educational and 

not asked for all that much. May do better. 70 



 

Ivy Leaguer - Lower medium, chunky with ok chest cavity. Similar size to Buridan but lacking quite 

the strength in the linkage. 64 

 



Rivendicato – Big strong filly, full medium for a girl. Maybe 75% fit and looking a bit immature for the 

racecourse. 70 


